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Abstract—Efforts on Big Data technologies have been highly
directed towards the amount of data a task can access or crunch.
Yet, for content-driven decision making, it is not (only) about the
size, but about the “right” data: The number of available datasets
(a different type of volume) can reach astronomical sizes, making
a thorough evaluation of each input prohibitively expensive. The
problem is exacerbated as data sources regularly exhibit varying
levels of uncertainty and velocity/churn. To date, there exists no
efficient method to quantify the impact of numerous available
datasets over different analytics tasks and workflows.

This visionary work puts the spotlight on data content rather
than size. It proposes a novel modeling, planning and processing
research bundle that assesses data quality in terms of analytics
performance. The main expected outcome is to provide efficient,
continuous and intelligent management and execution of content-
driven data analytics. Intelligent dataset selection can achieve
massive gains on both accuracy and time required to reach a
desired level of performance. This work introduces the notion of
utilizing dataset similarity to infer operator behavior and, conse-
quently, be able to build scalable, operator-agnostic performance
models for Big Data tasks over different domains. We present
an overview of the promising results from our initial work with
numerical and graph data and respective operators. We then
describe a reference architecture with specific areas of research
that need to be tackled in order to provide a data-centric analytics
ecosystem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Undeniably, data volume has been the decisive driving force

behind big-data technologies. In many cases, the effectiveness

of an algorithm relies entirely on the amount of data it

can access [1]. As such technologies mature and evolve,

emphasis is steadily placed on areas not solely related to scale.

A different type of challenge shifts attention to the actual

content: Content-based analytics [2] process data from social

media platforms for sense-making and knowledge generation.

Similarly, data content plays a key role in the quality of

the insights derived in applications such as recommendation

systems [3], web advertising and marketing [4], fraud detection

[5], credit analysis [6], etc.

Data quality is broadly defined as a measure of how “fit

for purpose” utilized sources are in the context of existing

business operations and analytics. Though data has become

an increasingly strategic element for companies, data quality

remains a significant challenge. Maintaining data quality has
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been indicated as the most significant challenge around big

data initiatives. Recent research indicated an average financial

cost of $15 million per year per organization due to poor data

quality [7].

Data scientists have recently made a case about medium data

analytics [8], [9], where the size of the data is not considered

to be the critical factor. It is becoming increasingly apparent

that, for data-driven decision making, it is not (only) about

the size, but about the “right data” [10], [11]. In these cases,

analysts increasingly need to focus on high-impact data, i.e.,

intelligence that has the best potential of driving strategic

decisions.

Given an ever-increasing availability of data to be processed

[12], evaluating the utility and performance tradeoffs of im-

mense numbers of inputs (or even worse so, their combi-

nations) is prohibitively expensive, especially given the fact

that analytics workflows have evolved into increasingly long

and complex series of diverse operators. Yet, the availability

of immense numbers of inputs and their impact on analytics

performance is not the only obstacle. The challenges a data

scientist faces in her quest for the “right data” are many-fold

in today’s analytics landscape:

• Information sources are incomplete in nature, i.e., without

information regarding one or more of relevant variables.

In such cases, more or different semantic information is

required for the task to achieve its objectives.

• Information sources contain fuzzy data. Regardless

whether the input mechanisms, processing, or collection

infrastructure is to blame, uncertainty in data values

causes highly uncertain insights.

• Data items are getting outdated fast via frequent updates,

so they become irrelevant for current or future analysis.

• Information sources are both plentiful and accurate, but

too large to handle within certain limits. Scalability issues

now relate to the inability of processing all available

inputs in order to choose the best ones to maximize a

user-define impact measure within a time-frame.

A. Two Sample Use-cases

In derivative pricing theory [13], analysts need to consider a

multitude of Credit Default Swaps (CDS) spreads for different

economic entities. These are provided as input to Value

Adjustments (xVAs), entities that quantify the trade, credit,

funding and financial costs during derivative transactions. The
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calculation of xVAs, in addition to being mathematically and

computationally complex, is subject to huge liquidity risk, due

to lack of available information to obtain key inputs to the

models used. Current methodologies do not take into account

the volatility of the CDS spreads, which is an important

criterion set by the European Banking Authority. Analysts

currently need to consider all CDS datasets and execute

the aforementioned operators exhaustively in order to select

the ones that make them more suitable for specific entities

and maximize accuracy. Identifying the relationships between

datasets is crucial to obtain better clustering of financial insti-

tutions having similar CDS spreads for more accurate proxy

calculation. Moreover, the volatility and uncertainty of the

CDS spreads must be taken into consideration: By modeling

CDS data and its interrelations based on the granularity and

amount of observed change, proxying estimations will closely

and timely adjust in accuracy.

Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) sys-

tems [14] are commonly deployed to identify and mitigate

cyberattacks. Yet, they increasingly fail to identify advanced

persistent attacks because of their inability to cope with the

increasing amount of available datasets utilized to train them

[15]. Without such timely processing ability to reference mul-

tiple data sets for segmentation and pattern detection, SIEM

systems often lack the context in which they could detect

advanced threats. As a result, they cannot rely on collected logs

but must be trained using low-level traffic analysis. Moreover,

the highly volatile nature of collected information further

exacerbates this issue: The operation of a single 24-port gigabit

router may generate, under full utilization, approximately

50TB of data on a daily basis. Hence, administrators need

to make a key decision: Which training datasets out of the

available ones should be used to stop cyberattacks of a certain

type within tight time constraints? How often should this

process be repeated due to different attacks or network data

collected?

In both cases, data operators have access to multiple datasets

(CDS time series and SIEM training datasets for the two

cases respectively). However, their outputs entirely rely on

the selection of a mere subset of them, based on a set of

properties that are neither known nor easily identified. For

example, one cannot decide a priori which CDS datasets are

more suitable for the xVA estimation for a given economic

entity, even if experience or prior knowledge is available [16].

Similarly, it is hard to select the most appropriate SIEM

training datasets to be used for training for intrusion detection:

Stringent time constraints and the streaming nature of the data

require continuous and cost-effective efforts.

B. Problem Statement

To date, there has been no effort to connect analytics

performance (and in multiple dimensions – not exclusively

based on execution time) with the input data and specific

structural, semantic and operational dimensions of it. For a

specific operator or workflow, how can one rank or tangibly

characterize input datasets relative to their effect on job exe-

cution? We wish to predict the performance of an algorithm,

a class of algorithms or a workflow given massive numbers of

possible data inputs with diverse structure, content, uncertainty

and churn. What are the key semantic, structural or operational

elements of input that make it desirable to a specific analytics

job? What is the best feature mix that maximizes performance

and which of the available inputs have it? Ultimately, what

are the best inputs, given the tasks and analyst-defined criteria

(time & quality constraints)? We need a performance model

that enables us to achieve both low overhead and adaptivity

by identifying configurations that guarantee application per-

formance and limit the search overhead for recurring big data

analytic jobs.

The challenging goal is to develop a sound methodology

and tools in order to quantify the effect of dataset(s) to an

analytics operator as well as a sequence of such tasks (a

workflow). The proposed work operates orthogonally to the

speedups and big-data crunching abilities of modern tools and

frameworks, such as Hadoop, Spark, Flink, etc. It provides a

novel modeling, planning and processing layer that assesses

data quality and maps it to big data analytics performance.

This allows powerful and continuous evaluation, planning and

execution of business intelligence that drastically accelerates

current platforms’ performance by adding a content-aware

dimension. Utilizing the most advantageous data inputs can

result in massive speedups on both accuracy (given a limit

to processing time) and time to completion (given a desired

accuracy level for the task). The concrete parts of our vision

proposal are summarized as follows:

• A novel data modeling methodology that provides the

missing link between key dataset properties and analytics

quality. We make the argument that dataset interrelations

can be a powerful and scalable means of estimating

multiple qualitative performance metrics for real-world,

popular analytics operators.

• An analytics profiling methodology that builds on the

previously created data models and produces a model

of a specific operator’s performance over different input

properties. The incurred models allow for intelligent

meta-analytics such as accurate prediction of task perfor-

mance, similarity, top-k and range querying over available

datasets, multi-objective optimization, etc.

• Extend the methodology in order to: (i) include operators

with multiple inputs and (ii) provide results for a series

of big data operators (workflows).

• A volatility and veracity framework that handles stream-

ing data and updates as well as data uncertainty. Data

and analytics models should incorporate varying levels

of churn and uncertainty; efficient mechanisms to update

them under specific cost and quality guarantees should

be provided.

II. RELATED WORK

To facilitate dataset analysis, two complementary directions

have been suggested: Data Integration and Data Exploration.

Data Integration approaches (e.g., [17]–[19]) aim at presenting
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a unified view of distinct datasets and focus on the sys-

temic problem of fusing data from heterogeneous sources.

The outcome of these approaches is a set of metadata that

reflects information regarding their origins, versions, schema,

indexing, etc., as well as a mapping that enables consolidated

use by a single application. However, this outcome does not

target predicting the effects that different datasets have over

application or analytics task execution.

Data Exploration approaches (e.g., [20]–[23]) aim at pro-

ducing dataset summaries in order to inform the users about

properties of the data, such as tuples that encapsulate the

most representative data patterns, dependencies between tuple

fields, statistical properties and tuple summaries. The main

motivation behind these techniques is to assist exploratory

analysis: Quickly obtain a view of the data schema and its

properties so that one can incrementally issue more complex

queries or choose a representative subset of the original data

according to specific criteria. Data Exploration is commonly

utilized in the first analysis steps of unknown datasets and is

still largely manual. It cannot be directly used for identifying

a dataset under specific criteria, as these approaches do not

target detailed dataset evaluation and comparison, but retain

a more informative role. Furthermore, Data Exploration is

mainly focused on providing information regarding a specific

dataset to a user.

Data Cleaning approaches (e.g., [24], [25]) are much more

intrusive and aim at cleaning datasets from erroneous tuples

that distort the represented knowledge either through value

rewriting or through removing tuples that seem incorrect.

To date, none of the aforementioned approaches handles the

problem of predicting analytics performance over multiple

available data inputs and their characteristics, specifically

structural and semantic dimensions – type, size, skew, accu-

racy, freshness, etc. The affluence in available sources and

input combinations as well as the volatile and often uncertain

nature of data highly intensify the problem.

III. METHODOLOGY

Data-driven analytics optimization, formulated through data

selection to maximize performance, establishes an orthogonal,

yet equally imposing accuracy, modeling, and scalability chal-

lenge. Considerable progress has been achieved in speeding

up analytics workflows that utilize huge data inputs; how to

intelligently and efficiently evaluate the utility of numerous

(both changing and possibly fuzzy) datasets over multiple tasks

and workflows has not been thoroughly studied to date. Faced

with this challenge, we propose a novel ecosystem that puts the

spotlight on data content rather than on individual dataset size.

Such a system would realize its goals by: (a) quantitatively

modeling the interrelations among large numbers of input

data; (b) utilizing these models for intelligent prediction of

the quality of variable analytics tasks/workflows; (c) native

management of data volatility and uncertainty; (d) powerful

meta-tools that evaluate data utility and enable analysis over

data inputs and their relation to analytics workflows. The

natural question it aims to answer is: What is the relationship

between vast input datasets and analytics performance? Based

on this, how can we consistently and continuously evaluate

the utility of different data in hand, at different levels of

granularity?
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Fig. 1. Ecosystem Architecture

To realize this vision, we describe a reference system

architecture of three layers which correspond to required

research/engineering challenges that need to be tackled (see

Figure 1):

• The Data Modeling Layer, which is the layer hosting

modules that analyze input datasets of various types (do-

mains), churn, velocity and degree of uncertainty. The

analysis should strive to be operator-agnostic and focus

on different dataset attributes and their interrelations. Data

models should be scalably created, becoming a key asset to

be consumed by higher-level modules.

• The Analytics Modeling Layer, which is the layer hosting

the core execution and profiling functionality. Given an

analytics task and the created data models, this layer handles

the necessary planning, orchestration, execution and model-

ing tasks required in order to produce statistical models of

the task’s output over any available valid input. The layer

also extends the methodology to tasks that accept multiple

input datasets, workflows of tasks and model updates due

to incoming datasets or churn.

• The Content-Driven Analysis Layer, which encapsulates

the application (analyst-driven) logic. Specifically, it allows

analysts to interact with the ecosystem, query and intuitively

retrieve valuable information relative to analytics perfor-

mance prediction, ranking and intelligent analysis.

A. Current Research Output

Assume a set of datasets D = {D1, D2, · · · , DN} and an

analytics operator F . Let us also assume that F accepts a

single dataset as input and produces a scalar output value:

F : D → R (1)

Each operator can be viewed as a function that projects any

dataset Di to a scalar value F (Di). The problem the work in

[26], [27] addresses, is the following: We seek for an accurate
approximation of F (Di) without exhaustively executing F
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for all datasets. Typical function approximation cannot be

applied in this problem because D represents an unordered

set of datasets that do not belong to a metric space and the

relationships between them are unknown. Albeit constructing

a metric space for any given D is possible for a given distance

function for each dataset pair in D, the quality of the approx-

imation is heavily affected by the choice of this function. The

chosen distance function must reflect the distance between two

datasets Di, Dj , both in the aforementioned metric space and

the operator’s output domain.

In [26], we argue that there exist some fundamental prop-

erties that can produce invaluable insights regarding an oper-

ator’s outcome. Examining data interrelationships in light of

a handful of fundamental statistical properties can generate

a strong knowledge basis: If one quantifies the similarity

between all pairs of datasets and executes an operator for only

a handful of them, a first idea of F ’s domain would become

available, as datasets with high similarity would present similar

behavior. Let us generalize this idea: Given the relationship

between dataset similarity and an operator’s output, we seek

for a projection of the datasets in D into a metric space

D′ (also referred to as dataset space) that best reflects the

resemblance among them. D′ can be then utilized by F as the

domain space – according to Equation (1) – in order to project

the original datasets into the anticipated values. Interestingly

so, the relationships between datasets are independent of F ,

allowing different operators to be applied over a unique D′.
For each operator, one could sample D, estimate F ’s values

for the selected datasets Di ∈ Ds ⊆ D and approximate F
for the rest of the datasets utilizing Machine Learning (ML)

techniques. Although F is applied to some of the original

datasets, i.e., F (Di), Di ∈ Ds is calculated, the ML model

is trained using D′ as the input space and the approximated

operator F ′ is defined as: F ′ : D′ → R. Essentially, D′

comprises a set of features that best characterize the datasets’

interrelationships. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the applied

methodology.

Fig. 2. Methodology workflow

The Similarity Estimation module quantifies the similarities

between datasets D1, · · · , DN . In [26], datasets consist of

multi-dimensional tuples with numerical values, while sim-

ilarity is measured over statistical distribution, dataset size

and tuple order. In [27], datasets are graphs and several

similarity measures (degree-distribution, graph-kernel-based,

etc) are utilized. The outcome is a symmetrical N × N
similarity matrix accessed by the Dataset Space Projection
module which transforms the original similarities into a metric

space. In this step, Multidimensional Scaling [28] transforms

the similarity matrix into a set of points in a lower-dimensional

(k-dimensional) space, with the property that the distances

between the points of the space approximate the similarity

represented by the original matrix. The final outcome of the

process is a N × k matrix that represents the coordinates

of each dataset in the dataset space. Finally, an operator F
can be executed for a small subset of datasets Ds. Using

the dataset coordinates and the respective operator values,

a Neural Network is trained in order to approximate F
for all datasets. Based on the approximated dataset scores,

interesting questions can be answered: Which are the dataset(s)

with the highest/lowest F values (e.g., with the highest first

eigenvalue), how many dataset outputs are close to a given F
value, retrieve the top-k datasets under certain criteria, etc.

Essentially, the proposed approach shifts the computational

burden in the first phase of data analysis: The workflow

presented in Figure 2 is executed once in an offline manner for

all datasets and is operator-agnostic: The similarity estimation

does not force the execution of any operator — only the rela-

tionships between the input datasets are evaluated. Whenever

a new operator emerges, it is executed for a mere subset of

the available datasets and its behavior is rapidly approximated

with minimal computation. The overhead of the similarity esti-

mation and Dataset Space Projection modules is amortized and

the avoided computation linearly increases with the number of

operators that need to be executed for the analyzed datasets. A

very wide range of operators have been approximated under

this approach (distance, connectivity, spectrum-based graph

metrics and aggregate functions, ML operators, spectrum and

time-series forecast) with good accuracy.

The Apollo system that implements this methodology and

allows data scientists to import datasets, define and utilize

custom similarity functions and execute the process over any

analytics task has been described [29] and open-sourced1.

Apollo is written in Go and utilizes R to model the input

datasets and train different Machine Learning classifiers for

predicting the operators’ output. The system offers a promising

proof that simple, intuitive similarity metrics (over two data

formats, csv files and graph data represented as raw files

containing graph edges) can be used for accurate, content-

driven prediction. Moreover, massive speedups (more than

20× in many cases) are experienced compared to exhaustively

executing the operators.

As an overview of the results Apollo can achieve, we

consider a set of 973 ego graphs from Twitter (TW) [30] and a

set of 1442 datasets with daily household power consumption

measurements (HPO) from a household in Denmark [31]. For

TW, we consider Betweenness Centrality (bc) and PageRank

(pr), two widely used node centrality measures generalized

to the graph level through Freeman’s method [32]. For HPO,

we model the Average (avg) of each dataset and the number

of clusters created after performing a DBSCAN (dbs). We

present the Median Absolute Percentage Error MdAPE, as a

measure of accuracy, and speedup results for two different

1https://github.com/giagiannis/data-profiler
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sampling ratios (p=5%,10%) in Table I. The sampling ratio

indicates the number of datasets for which the operators were

executed in order to obtain the real outputs. These values were,

subsequently, used by ML classifiers in order to approximate

the operator’s output for the rest of the datasets.

TABLE I
MODELING ERRORS AND SPEEDUPS OF THE APOLLO SYSTEM

Dataset Operator MdAPE (%) Speedup ×
p=5% p=10% p=5% p=10%

TW bc 17.8 17.5 13.0 7.8
pr 9.2 7.7 13.2 7.9

HPO avg 1.3 1.2 3.93 3.4
dbs 14.6 14.1 8.3 6.23

Finally, the process is customizable in order to accelerate

data analysis and conduct less detailed dataset examination

or increase modeling accuracy when higher execution time is

affordable.

B. Extensions

Apollo was designed and implemented with the notion that

all datasets are available from the very beginning of the data

analysis process. However, this hypothesis does not hold in

multiple real-world scenarios, where existing data sources may

be updated (e.g., temperature sensors provide more data points

with time) or totally new data sources emerge (e.g., data from

more days are available in the HPO case above). In such cases,

Apollo needs to re-execute the workflow of Figure 2 from

scratch. Given that the number of datasets is anticipated to be

constantly increasing, one can observe that the quadratic com-

plexity of the workflow will decelerate the speedup observed

due to avoiding the exhaustive operator execution. To this

end, we briefly introduce two extensions added in the Apollo
engine. The first one describes an online process that allows

the introduction of new data sources without repeating the

entire workflow. The second one describes an approximation

to avoid the quadratic complexity calculation of all pairwise

similarities between the datasets.

1) Accommodating new data sources: The problem of

projecting new datasets in the dataset space, also referred

to as the Online Indexing problem, is the following: Given

a set of datasets D1, · · · , DN along with their coordinates

p1, · · · , pN respectively in a k-dimensional space, find the

coordinates pN+1 of a new dataset DN+1. Note that the

similarities between DN+1 and D1, · · · , DN are unknown,

but easily computable. Assuming that d1, · · · , dN are the

distances between DN+1 and D1, · · · , DN respectively, we

seek for a vector pN+1 = (x1, x2, · · · , xk) that minimizes

the distortion of the dataset space, i.e., the difference between

the pairwise distances as measured by the similarity matrix

and the dataset space. Note that this time, the coordinates of

D1, · · · , DN are fixed and only the coordinates of DN+1 need

to be updated. Given that, the problem reduces to a typical

optimization problem with the objective of finding the vector

pN+1 that minimizes a distorion function. Since the problem

space is not convex (as more than one local minima may exist),

Simulated Annealing (SA) is employed. If the execution time

of the Online Indexing process needs to be minimized, one

can estimate the distances between DN+1 and a subset of

D1, · · · , DN . This option reduces both the time needed to

measure the similarity between the datasets and the number of

steps needed by SA in order to converge, because it essentially

reduces the constraints of the objective function.

In order to evaluate the performance of this extension, we

consider the following experiment: Based on HPO data from

2008 (366 datasets), we construct the dataset space using the

Distribution Similarity metric. We then “insert” datasets for

the next 3 months of 2009, i.e., introduce 90 new datasets.

For each new dataset, the similarity with m of the existing

datasets is measured and SA is executed to identify the best

coordinates for the new entries. Parameter m is expressed as a

portion of the already calculated datasets. Using the Sammon

Stress (Es) [33] in order to quantify the space distortion and

the Normalized Mean Squared Error, in order to quantify the

modeling accuracy (trained with a sampling rate of 16%),

we compare the cases where the new datasets are Online

Indexed for varying m against the case where Dataset Space

Projection is executed from scratch for the old and the new

datasets. Figure 3 provides our findings expressed in relative

terms, i.e., both Es and NRMSE are normalized with the

respective values for the case where the workflow is executed

from scratch.
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Fig. 3. Performance of “online” accommodation new data sources

When a small number of datasets is introduced (i.e., 10), our

optimization achieves both minimal Es values and minimal

modeling error. This renders our approach most suitable for

cases where the insertion of only a few datasets is required.

When the number of new datasets increases, Es rapidly

increases for two reasons: First, the new datasets have a

stronger impact and the introduced errors propagate to the new

entries. Second, while new datasets arrive, the dynamics of

the space change. This means the dimensionality of the space

would differ if all datasets were available from the beginning.

Comparing against extremely few datasets generates higher

errors, hence, the rapid Es increase for m = 2%.

The above behavior is also observed for the modeling error,

especially when m receives low values. In this case, the

coordinates of the new datasets become increasingly inaccu-

rate and this severely impairs accuracy. Interestingly, when

m = 100%, the modeling accuracy follows the accuracy

achieved when the workflow is executed from scratch, even

when 90 new datasets are inserted. However, even with a
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considerable m = 32%, NRMSE increases after 30 new

datasets are introduced. In conclusion, this optimization is

capable of dynamically introducing new datasets by executing

a marginal number of similarity comparisons (2%) with a

tolerable modeling error increase of 6%, provided that the

number of new datasets does not exceed 10% of the existing

ones. When this percentage increases, one should first use

an increasing number of datasets for the comparisons; after

a certain point, execution of the workflow from scratch is

suggested.

2) Approximate Similarity Matrices: The methodology dis-

cussed so far entails the calculation of a squared matrix of

size N2, N being the number of datasets, and the complexity

equals O(N2x), in which x represents the complexity of

the employed similarity metric. For an increasing number

of datasets, a quadratic complexity becomes prohibitive, as

the computational effort required grows rapidly. A way of

tackling this challenge is to avoid the calculation of similarities

for all the distinct dataset pairs. However, this could lead to

information loss, since the non-computed similarities should

be replaced by values that approximate them, else this “ap-

proximate” similarity matrix may distort the dynamics of the

space.

Fig. 4. Dataset distances

In order to provide a solution, assume the datasets depicted

in Figure 4 projected to a 2-d dataset space, in which the

thin lines represent the distances among them. The distances

between the datasets from the left and the right sides are

much larger when compared to the distances of the datasets of

the same side, e.g., d2,3 < d1,2. Furthermore, assuming that

only d1,2 is known, one can say that |d1,2 − d2,3| ≤ d1,3 ≤
|d1,2 + d2,3| and if d2,3 � d1,2 then d1,3 ≈ d1,2. In other

words, in this example one only needs to calculate one of

the “large” distances in order to avoid high approximation

error. This interesting observation highlights the necessity

of prioritizing for large distances when considering which

of them should be evaluated. When such a “backbone” of

distances is calculated, e.g., the set of thick lines of Figure

4, one can easily estimate the distances between the unknown

pairs, providing the distances between the closest – to them

– known datasets. Such a “backbone” of nodes can easily be

built: We pick a random dataset and calculate its similarity

against the rest of the datasets. We, then, pick the most

dissimilar one. We continue this process, always selecting the

most dissimilar datasets to the ones that have been seen so far,

until we reach the desired number of examined datasets.

In order to evaluate this optimization, we design the fol-

lowing experiment: based on the HPO datasets, we construct

similarity matrices based solely on the dataset distribution

property, estimate an approximate similarity matrix, in which

only t datasets are fully calculated (expressed as a percentage

of the total number of datasets). In the left plot of Figure

5, we provide the relative construction time of the similarity

matrix for varying t values, i.e., the ratio of the time needed

to construct the matrix for the t = 100% case, divided by the

time for each t value.
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Fig. 5. Approximate Similarity Matrix Evaluation

Our optimization linearly reduces the computation time.

In order to evaluate the impact to the modeling accuracy,

dataset spaces are constructed based on the similarity matrices

and SVM models are trained using the respective spaces for

the avg operator. In the right plot of Figure 5 we provide

the NRMSE increase, i.e.,
NRMSEt−NRMSE100%

NRMSEt
, of each

model for varying t values for three sampling rates. The

drop in accuracy becomes increasingly important when higher

sampling rates are employed. However, the error degrades

quickly with increasing t values, and even when t = 10%,

the introduced error does not exceed 14% compared to the

full similarity matrix but, simultaneously, the construction is

accelerated by a factor of 10×. Therefore, our optimization

is able to significantly speedup the construction, introducing

a relatively small increase in error.

IV. RESEARCH AREAS

A significant amount of research questions and development

activities lie ahead in order for a content-driven ecosystem

to be functional and extensible. Relative to the architecture

depicted in Figure 1, we now discuss important areas/topics

where significant research is required for the realization of this

environment.

A. Data Modeling

The goal of data modeling is to capture structural, semantic
and operational information pertaining to datasets that or-

ganizations and analysts alike utilize as possible inputs to

their analytics tasks. In the former group, properties such

as structure type (tabular, free-text, graph, hierarchical, etc),

size, location (local disk, file system, remote access, etc),

distribution, skew, order are investigated. In the semantic

category, various properties not covered by purely formatting

aspects are considered. Examples include (but are not limited

to) data freshness, density/distribution of specific feature(s) or

values, etc. Lastly, operational features relate to the degree

of fuzziness and change that is observed on the underlying

sources. As such, the level of data uncertainty, the speed

of incoming data streams, the amount of changes (be they

additions of new data points or updates of existing ones) are

all properties to be considered.

The solution should span the whole range of dataset type

and task domains. As such, the Similarity Estimation module
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plans on identifying, for each captured dataset feature, suitable

and low-cost similarity functions. These functions take two

distinct datasets as input and produce a scalar value (or vector)

that represents the (dis)similarity between them based on a

specific set of attributes. The goal of the Similarity Estimation

Module is to define a process to compute, store and evaluate a

measure of similarity between two datasets based on specific,

relevant features as defined in the Attributes and Statistical

Models Database. Special focus will be given to defining a)

efficient similarity metrics, as their complexity plays a huge

role in the scalability of the methodology, and b) accurate

similarity assessment as this relates to the analytics workflow

it pertains to.

Moreover, dataset veracity and churn must be taken into

consideration when creating models that estimate their inter-

relations. Data veracity accounts for the degree of uncertainty

in the content of the generated data. Uncertainty characteristics

of each dataset must be evaluated and taken into consideration

during the similarity estimation. Uncertainty on data values

(missing values, imprecise measurements, etc.) may be repre-

sented by intervals where data lies, or by probability distri-

butions over such intervals if such information is available or

can be inferred. Uncertainty on entire facts, e.g., results of an

analytics task, may, in turn, be represented by discrete choices

between alternatives, or by probability distributions over these

alternatives. It could also be of interest to additionally record

provenance information about data items, to provide traceabil-

ity.

Data churn relates to data velocity and volatility. The system

should be able to manage both new (unseen) datasets and

incremental updates to existing ones, efficiently supporting

real-time, streaming data and analytics modeling optimization.

While incremental changes are usually small (compared to the

original dataset), their relative frequency and nature can cause

significant digression in the previously computed similarity

models. The same is true for the streaming data case, where

new datasets are continuously created and should be thus

considered for optimized, content-based analytics. As such,

the Volatility Management module should decide on cost-

performance tradeoffs between full re-computation cycles and

approximation algorithms that that provide low-cost estimates

of the new dataset inter-relations.

The produced models will be stored in the Dataset Models

library. A unique feature that characterizes this approach is

the fact that these models are completely task-agnostic: The

models represent the relative positions of the datasets to

each other, based on standard, intuitive statistical and well-

established features. As such, they can be readily used by

a variety of analytics tasks and workflows in the Analytics

Modeling layer.

B. Analytics Modeling

The Analytics Task Modeler module performs data to

single-task performance modeling: Utilizing the dataset mod-

els from the previous layer, a ML model (such as a neural

network) can be trained to approximate a specific operator for

all desirable datasets. The process and is respective cost must

be thoroughly examined to ensure the method’s generality

as well as its performance over different analytics tasks and

domains. Learned models for individual operators are stored

and updated whenever new profiling loops are executed in the

Statistical Models Library.

The Analytics Modeling layer bases all its functionality

on this single-task modeling framework. The Scheduler is

the central component that orchestrates user-defined analytics

optimization: Given an analytics task or arbitrary combinations

of them (i.e., workflows), user-defined optimization goals

(comprising rules that bind desirable workflow performance

and cost over multiple metrics) and multiple permissible

data inputs, the scheduler is responsible for orchestrating

iterative/concurrent invocations of the Analytics Task Modeler

with the necessary parameters in order to achieve end-to-

end modeling under the user-defined policy. The later will

be defined both in terms of cost (time, resources) and perfor-

mance (qualitative metrics measurable through the analytics

tasks in hand). The scheduler requires a planning component

that selects the appropriate data-task model combinations for

execution by the Analytics Task Modeler such that single or

multiple criteria are met.

This is ever so important in the following two cases:

i) tasks that receive multiple inputs and ii) workflow-based

modeling. In the case of operators that take more than one

input dataset, the characteristics of all inputs as well as

their inter-dependencies play a big role in the similarity and

performance estimation of the operator. In the case of operator

workflows, our goal is to combine individual task models in

such a way that the final workflow output can be accurately

predicted given the input set characteristics. In this case, the

effect that different workflow graphs and operator types from

different domains have over the model synthesis process must

be examined. The top-k plans should be considered utilizing

a modified Dynamic Programming or heuristic planner (as

shown in [34], [35]). This functionality is handled by the

Workflow Planner module.

The Volatility Management module extends inside this layer.

Indeed, incremental updates or new datasets not only affect

the operator-agnostic data models but have a cascading effect

as they are used for task modeling. The Adaptivity Engine

encapsulates the effort to support dynamic dataset insertions

and updates to previously constructed dataset models. In

mathematical terms, we need to map an arbitrary dataset

DNEW to the existing space. In this task we must explore

incremental, scalable solutions such as estimating DNEW ’s

coordinates based on a finite set of distances with the “old”

datasets and radical re-computation of the model from scratch.

The cost/accuracy tradeoffs these solutions induce will be

studied and evaluated. The same holds for cases of data

churn, where streaming updates inside a single dataset may

significantly alter its computed data model. Scalable and

accurate monitoring mechanisms that identify the amount of

change will be required (e.g., [36], [37]).
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we described a content-centric system in order

to boost data analytics performance. Unlike current and pre-

vious approaches, our proposal takes a domain-independent,

holistic and continuous approach to data modeling. Primarily,

it sheds light into the problem of immense numbers of different

datasets, rather than the volume of a single one. As such, it

recognizes the need to create data models that measurably

map dataset interrelations. Secondly, it analyzes these data

interrelations based on principled statistical and semantic axes

taking into consideration: Data type, data veracity and data

churn. The resulting models are task-agnostic, in the sense

that they represent multiple and updateable dimensions of

similarity between datasets irrespective of the use that analysts

intend them to have. As such, for a given set of available data,

a data scientist will be able to manage multiple models. Each

model will represent dataset interrelationships over a specific

data feature. Analysts can arbitrarily fuse data models, creating

richer semantic data dimensions. Lastly, our proposal offers

powerful meta-analysis tools over the managed models in real

time. In practice, this approach has already proved capable

of achieving very accurate performance models, while it can

gracefully degrade its efficiency over customizable gains in

execution cost.
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